
Z E N D A Y A



E S H A  G U P T A

FASHION HAS NO BOUNDARIES FOR US! TRUE TO OUR NAME AND ITS STORYTELLING ROOTS ,
WE TELL FASHION STORIES STARRING OUR SEASONAL MUST-HAVES AND TIMELESS

TREASURES -  BOLD FASHION FOR YOUR WHOLE LOOK
 

OUR COLLECTION INSPIRE CONFIDENCE WITH UNEXPECTED. SILHOUETTES THAT EVOKE THE
FEELING OF EMPOWERMENT AND JOY. BOLD AND MODEN TEXTILES, ONE-OF-A-KIND

PRINTS,CWITH FIISHINGS THAT ELEVATE THE EVERYDAY.

FOUNDER



#ZeniaaGirls
#SPOTTEDINZENIAA

@houseof_zeniaa

THE
LILA
DRESS
Look vibrant and elegant in this chic shift dress.
Round neck with back opening and a side
zipper. Heavily embroided flaps making it a style
statement. Flattering sleeves with gathered hem
and hanging embroided tassles. Style it up with
a pair of hot pumps and chandbalis to complete
the look.

RS 8000/-



DEAR 
DONNA
DRAWSTRING
CO-ORD 
Bright red coordinated set to brighten up your day as
bright as this color. Top has front button opening and
adjustable drawstring to tie aroung at the waist.
Embellished with stones at cuff and collar. Super cool
pants with stones embroidery at side hem making it a
stunning ensemble. 
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CO-ORD -11,500/-
TOP -7,000/-



KIRO CHERRY
RED CO-ORD

Kiro cherry co-ord
stands apart with
flattering sleeves.
Front button opening
with elongated
sleeves. Patterned
embroidery on
layered sleeve bottom
panel. Straight fit
pants with same
embroidery detailing
at side hem. 

@houseof_zeniaa

CO-ORD -13,500/-
TOP -8,000/-



TURN & TWIST
CO-ORD

Cherry red coordinated set in luxury satin with turn
and twist detailing. Long cuff sleeves with
embroidery strip attatched. V neck with heavily
embellished collar. Satin straight fit pants with side
zipper opening.

CO-ORD -11,500/-
TOP -7,500/-



 A SCOOP
OF CUTENESS

As the name says, this cute dress is going to be
your crush of the season. Beautiful cherry color

with a square neck and back zipper opening. Soft
organza puffy sleeves with scatterred stones hand

tucked all over.

RS  8000/-
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MIDNIGHT
STORM 
CO-ORD
Get along co-ord in
midnight blue is giving a
perfectly modish look.
Satin paneled shirt with
organza adding
adequate amount of
sheerness. Front button
opening embellished
with stones on cuff and
collar. Paired with
straight satin pants with
pockets. 

CO-ORD -12,000/-
TOP -8,000/-



SOFT IRIS
SHIRT
Classic and soft iris shirt is perfect for formal lunches and dinners. Front
opening with silver studded buttons. Sheer organza sleeves with studs
detailing. Pair it with classic formal trousers for a polished look.
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RS 6000/-



POCKET
SQUARE
SHIRT

RS 6500/-

This bright red shirt is going to be perfect
companion for your weekend gateaways.
Collar shirt with hirt lantern cuff sleeves.
One side pocket with hand embroided
pocket detailing is something you can't
miss. Pair it withblack trouser and black
pumps for a perfect day look. 

@houseof_zeniaa



ELLE
SEQUIN
SHIRT
RS 6500/-

Miss elle sequin shirt in the hottest color is
playful and chic. Front button opening with full
cuff sleeves. Coin sequin heavily embroidered
flaps making it more fun to wear.

@HOUSEOF_ZENIIAA



This shirt in electric blue is like no other ordinary shirt you will ever wear.
Sleeveless shirt with front button opening. Big jumbo sized pockets with
stone embedded chain detailing on flaps. Pair it with our electric blue

pants for minimal yet alluring look.
 

The stunning red carpet dress is a style statement in itself. Round neck
with back and side zipper opening. Taper fit at the waist and high low

side hem giving the dreamy drapy look. Heavily emroided shoulders with
hanging bead chains detailing. Make a bun,put on minimal jewellary and

your favourite pumps and you go girl.
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THE BOLD
SHOULDER
DRESS

RS 8500/-

The stunning red carpet dress is a style
statement in itself. Round neck with back and
side zipper opening. Taper fit at the waist and
high low side hem giving the dreamy drapy
look. Heavily emroided shoulders with
hanging bead chains detailing. Make a
bun,put on minimal jewellary and your
favourite pumps and you go girl.

@houseof_zeniaa



NO
ORDINARY
DAY SHIRT

This shirt in electric blue is like no other ordinary
shirt you will ever wear. Sleeveless shirt with front

button opening. Big jumbo sized pockets with stone
embedded chain detailing on flaps. Pair it with our

electric blue pants for minimal yet alluring look.

RS 6000/-



FREYA
COLOR
BLOCK
CO-ORD
Color blocking coordintaed set in deep
blue and dust pink is perfect for day and
night outings. Shirt has front button
opening with a double colored collar
detailing. Leather petal embroidery at
sleeves and pants hem. 

CO-ORD -13,500/-
TOP -8,000/-



WRAP IT
AROUND
CO-ORD

Own your elegance with this classic forst blue wrap
around co-ord. Front open with delicate embroidery
on one panel. Side tie up adjustable closure. Paired
with same straight fit pants with pockets. Pair it with
statement earings for a glam dinner party or a date
night.
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CO-ORD -12,800/-
TOP -8,800/-



MISS
BLACK
FALLON
DRESS
Front button down dress in black is a classic and
must have dress in your wardrobe. High low hem
with one side gathered panel giving it a very chic
and modern twist. Hanging stone tassels hand
tuck in the front yoke. Detachable belt tp give your
ease and perfect fit at the same time 
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RS 8500/-



RS 6500/-

MISS BIRDIE
TOP Miss birdy top in beautiful fluid organza fabric brings drama

and sophistication at the same time. Front stone button
opening with ruffled panel in the front. Full sheer sleeves with
stone embellishments on cuffs. Pair it with our black stin
pants for a chic look.



CONNECT
WITH US

+91 9311225005
@houseof_zeniaa

sales.zeniaa@gmail.com

ZENDAYA


